FLK CABIN
RAISE THE STANDARDS
FOR HYSTER J2.5-3.5XN

VISIBILITY

NOISE/
VIBRATION
REDUCTION

COMFORT

QUALITY

PROFESSIONAL CABINS
FOR QUALITY WORK
GREAT VIEW –
SMALL RISK

HIGH COMFORT –
LOW LOSS

A clear and all-round view is preventive. It’s safe.
It presents the best conditions for any machine operator
and puts safety on the agenda.

Comfort is not just ergonomics. It’s a state. It’s
the absence of discomfort and the presence of
contentment. We create comfortable workspaces
– to make it comfortable working.

Avoiding accidents
The FLK cabin is constructed with extensive use of
glass for one reason: Safety. The more the operator
can see, the smaller the risk, that accidents occur.
That’s why the FLK cabin is a safe choice.

Everything within reach
A good adjustable seat and all your controls within reach
and sight. We’ve focused on operator comfort, so that the
driver can focus on driving.
It’s that simple!
Protection against cold & heat
The weather can be cold and wet, which is why the FLK
Cabin is fitted with a state of the art heater, including
electronic control of the temperature.
As an option, the cabin can also be ordered with a robust
Air Condition unit.

QUALITY
CABINS
SINCE 1967

LOW NOISE/VIBRATION LEVEL –
HIGH PRODUCTIVITY

NO COMPROMISE –
LONG LAST

Noise can be stressful. Almost deafening. We specialize
in noise reduction in order to create a better, safer and
healthier work environment – for all machine operators.

Quality is key. It’s essential. Without top quality
products we would not exist. Because quality never
breaks down. It never stops working. It never fails.

Noise and vibrations from the machine
The FLK Cabin is isolated from the machine with hydro/
rubber dampers. This prevents vibrations spreading from
the machine to the cabin.

Cabin availability
The FLK Cabin will be available as a plug-and-play kit for
mounting locally - or it can be mounted by FLK Cabin, in
Denmark.

Working environment
The FLK Cabin is also equipped with thick noise-reducing
foam/heavy layer materials, to absorb as much unwanted
noise as possible.
Noise from surroundings
Sometimes it’s not the machine that makes the noise - it
may be the surroundings. Still, the driver must stay 100%
focused. That’s why the FLK Cabin is constructed using
only the best materials. It might seem like a trivial detail,
but using thick plates and glass helps keeping unwanted
noise at a minimum. To us, that’s not trivial!
Extremely low noise-level
With the FLK Cabin, the noise level, at the operator’s ear
is just 56 dB(A) (Lpaz at operator’s ear, according to EN
12053).

HYSTER J2.5-3.5XN
SURFACE AND PAINT

HEATER

The entire steel construction and all parts are sandblasted

The cabin is equipped with a powerful Mobab 2.000 watt
build-in heater with electronic temperature control. We’ve put
great effort into ensuring a good defroster function on the front
window. As standard, the cabin is fitted with a heated rear window. (Heated rear window is not available in combination with
AirCondition)

All critical openings are sealed before painting
Epoxy paint is used as primer, to provide long-lasting protection
against corrosion
Polyurethane top-coat ensures the final finish

NOISE & VIBRATION LEVEL
The FLK Cabin is completely isolated from the machine by
4 hydro/rubber bearings. This reduces noise and vibration in
the cabin. The noise level is measured according to EN 12053.
The vibration level is measured according to EN 13059.
Operator’s ear: 		

Heater max. effect:
Cabin-filter:
Recirculation:

RADIO
The FLK Cabin is equipped with FM-radio with Bluetooth.
DAB radio is available as option.

56 dB(A) Lpaz

OPTIONS
The following options are available for the cabin: AirCondition,
multi- adjustable Grammer seat, rear-window-wiper, roof-window-wiper, bracket to drive with left door open, bracket to
drive with right door open, and comfort charging, battery side
extraction and more.

CONTAINER HEIGHT
The overall height of the truck with standard cabin is 2230 mm,
making it fit most containers.

LIGHTS
The FLK Cabin comes with a full LED light package as standard.
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